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Reception Honors Retiring Staff
Nine retiring SJS ’acuity members were honored at a reception
given Tuesday in the Home Economics department by the faculty
social affairs committee.
Those honored included Miss
Bernice Tompkins, professor of
history; Lyman If. Daugherty, professor of botany; Hugh W. Gillis,
prufessor of speech and driuna:
Margaret C. Junes, professor of
home economics, and E. S. Thompson, SJS business manager.
Those honored but not present
were Arthur Kelley, professor of
business, who is currently in Europe; Claude Settles, professor of
sociology, now on the East Coast,
and Lillian Gray, professor of education, who was not able to attend because of illness.
Dr. Hugh Gillis, retiring after
33 years at San Jose State, plans
to travel after his retirement. Included on his itinerary is an excursion to Majorca, the largest of
the Balearic islands off the coast
of Spain. There, he plans to meet
George Stone, emeritus associate
professor of photography from
s.s.;

RECEPTION HONOREESDr. William Sweeney, dean of the division of Education, serves
refreshments ,o retiring faculty members, from
left, Lyman H. Dougherty, Dr. Hugh W. Gillis

PR Executive ’Traveler, Canoeist,
Talks to Class of E xperiences on

and Edward S. Thompson. Others honored at the
reception yesterday were Dr. Margaret O. Jones
and Mrs. Lillian C. Gray.
Bob Hall

Monk To Tell
World Jaunt

The field of public relations was
the topic discussed Tuesday by ,
Jack McGean, San Jose P.R. man I Sights, sounds and experiences for Turkey, Iran and Iraq, hiking,
and business executive, who ad- of a vacation that’s been five years I knapsack slung over his back.
dressed the 190B public relations! in the running will be presented I After a year in Iran he headed
class. "In public relations, there is! tomorrow by Horst Erler, a Ger- !eastward again, touching India,
absolutely no substitute for ex- man studentwho left s country Pakistan, Ceylon, and finally arfive years ago and began a round- riving in Thailand.
perience," he stressed.
the-world journey.
In Bangkok, inspired by other
A former press agent, McGeanll
Erler’s talk, open to all students foreign visitors he participated in
has worked in radio, TV and on
newspapers. He is the president of ! and faculty, Is being sponsored by meditation exercises in a Buddhist
both Consolidated Lithograph the SJS &slights club, a group in- monastery.
To learn more about Buddhist
terested in Asian culture.
corp. and Press Associates. inc.
The informal presentation will teachings he became a Buddhist
Describing PR as "a new setmonk and then traveled to Japan
ence. really an outgrowth of press! be at 1:30 in TH39.
Erler spent considerable time in eight months ago to learn more
;reentry," he said, "Nobody is going to come looking for you- you the Middle and Far East where about Zen Buddhism.
Erler said that through these
have to know what you want and he developed a friendship with
Ronald Jue, an SJS graduate stu- studies, his original Christian reask them for the job."
ligion became much clearer to him
dent in biology.
tie saas mat many
Eller left Germany in July, 1957, and he found no contradictions bethink they know it all when they
and traseled down the Rhone river tween Christianity and Buddhism.
graduate. "But," he warned, "don’t
Frier, a professional photograin a canoe. He traveled through
sit there waiting with your deItaly and Greece by train and pher, will illustrate his talk with
gree in front of you, because when
worked in Athens for a year to color slides of areas he has visited.
you get up you may trip over it."
raise money that would permit him Following his talk there will be
The odds of getting a public re- ,
a question-and -answer session.
his trip.
tat ions job right away may be to continue
Er!or passing through the San
In May of 1958 ho started out
small he
he explained, I
-There are only so many people
that this relatively new field can
absorb at once."
t
All foreign language classes
Ile suggested that the students
to
all
sit,.
try to get into some type of work open for pm-registration
that is related to public relations. dents, Dr. Wesley Goddard, head
"Try for jobs In radio, TV, I the Foreign Language department.
newspapers and even in govern-! announced recently.

Language Classes

eel Panel
Discussion

By MANUEL ROBLES
Five students won appointments
to ASB publications positions and
the mammoth 1962-63 athletic
budget was approved during a
marathon five hour and 45 minute
Student Council meeting Tuesday.
Pleasant II. Hill, sophomore radio and television major from San
Jose, was named LaTorre editor:
and senior Ron Hall, aeronautical
operations major from Glendale
was appointed yearbook business
manager. Both men received unanimous council approval.
Senior Elizabeth Ann Kuizenga
became Lyke editor; and jun,
advertising major Bruce E. Bat ’,won appointment as business Milliager of the campus feature magazine. They were also appro..
unanimously by the legislat
body after being named by Apresident Bill Hauck.
NEW DAILY EDITOR
Senior Lester On, San Francisco
journalism major, was appointed
Spartan Daily editor by Hauck,
and received a 9-0-1 nod from
council members after a lengthy
interviewing session.
On gained the position over senior Wanda Jolly, news editor of
. the Daily, and language arts major from Downey, the only opponent. Both students carried the recommendation of the Journalism
and Advertising department.
On is president of Kappa Tau
Alpha, honorary journalism society, and treasurer of Sigma Delta
Chi, men’s professional journalism
society. He currently serves as
Daily feature editor.

ATHLETICS BUDGET
Jose area, said he was "heading
Student Council also approved
in the general direction of Ger- a $79,377.97 budget for men’s athmany."

Research Paper
Awards Availab!e
Two $150 awards are available
to students in the behavioral or
medical sciences for research pipers on some aspect of tuberculosis
or other respiratory disease, according to Don Ryan, assistant to
the dean of students.
The awards are being offered by
the California Research and Medical Education fund.
Papers will be judged on the
quality of documentation and clarity of expression. Judges will be
appointed by the sponsoring organization.
Entry is restricted to students
enrolled in a California college or
university. Manuscripts may not
have been previously published and
must be submitted by Nov. 1, Ryan
said.
More information may be ohtabled from Ryan, Adm ’269.

WELCOME TO THE CLUB, SAM

Friday Flick

liege colors from the present gold
:and white to blue and white.
Council noted that the college
has become identified with the
color blue, due primarily to the
athletic teams’ use of it.
! The group also went on record
as favoring a proposal by the art
planning committee to place a
’ sculpture in front of the old library
wing. If approved by Board of Contool, the art work would cost approximately $1500 and %void be
!dose by IWO graduate students
Holt Murray and Darrell Webb.

Daily’s Status
To Be Aired
varying
In an
views on the status of campus publications. Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity will sponsor a panel
discussion tomorrow from 1:30 p.m.
to 3:30 in TH55.
Student government and publications officials will discuss "The
Responsible to
Spartan Daily
LESTER ON
Whom?"
. . Daily ediior
Participants will be ASB Presidents Bill Hauck (1962-631 and
sports are expected to be about
Brent Davis (1961-621, Spartan
the same as this year in 1962-63,
Daily Editors Carolyn Perkio
but that travel expenses are ex(spring 1962i and Jay Thorwaldson
pected to rise.
(fall 19611 and Dr. Dwight Bentel,
Other sports, the treasurer said, head of the SJS Journalism and
are essentially non-profit opera- Advertising
department.
tions.
Dr ’ Carl D. Duncan, professor of
I
entomology and science education,
CHANGE MS COLORS?
In other meeting business, Stu-Iwill moderate the panel.
dent Council issued a legislative! "I don’t think the student body
directive to its campus problems is adequately informed on the relastanding committee to investigate tion of student publications to stuthe feasibility of changing the col- , dent government," said Keith Talcashai, president of the college SDX
chapter. "We hope the student
body will attend and become acquainted with the problem.
"A heated dispute is the last
thing we are looking for. We hope
the discussion will clear many of
the misunderstandings, though."
The college lecture committee
will assist Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalism fraof the participating ones, said the ternity, in presenting the panel
chairman.
discussion.
Pre-registration will continue
tomormw with sophomores reso-tering from 8:30 am. to 12 p
and freshmen from 1 to 4:30 1,
Students may pre-register s:
time during or after their sclsuled period, according to Dr. II s
ton. They must have their ads:,
ment and pre-registration cantLyke
with them.
Dolls won Bob Hall, junior English major, first and second place
,rophies in the annual Kappa
New
La Torre
Slpha Mu photo contest.
"Colleen, a portrait of Colleen
sullivan, earned Hall the first
place award. Miss Sullivan was
’The 1961-62 La Torre, SJS year- Lyke Doll in the summer 1962
book, will be distributed in the edition of the c a m pus feature
west corridor of Tower Hall at magazine.
11:30 this morning through Mon-’ His photographs of Raylene Herday, a full week in advance of the i mann took second prize. Hall is
expected distributions date, accord- the official photographer for SJS
ing to Georgia Jacobsen, editor.
and chief photographer for colThe yearbook will picture ac- lege publications.
tivities from the beginning of fall
Kathy Carroll, sophomore photosemester to the last days of spring
journalism major and publications
semester. Included in the 344 page
!staff photographer, won third
book are pictures of campus orprize for a snow scene photograph.
ganizations, living groups, sports
Barry Stevenson and Doug Carevents, theatrical productions.
guest artists and portraits of SJS son, juniors, both received honorpersonalities, leaders and campus able mention for their entries.
Stevenson showed a group of small
queens.
The SJ S administration and boys fishing. Carson photographed
staffs of college divisions are pic- a sports cars race.
tured in La Torre, as are the
The winning photos will be on
members of campus government. display next week in the Spartan
Students who have not yet pur- book store and Towne & Country
chased subscriptions to the year- camera center.
book may obtain them today, also.1
for $6.
If
J. B. Woodson jr.. associate s
! lessor of journalism, is achaser
The yearbook staff which incl,.
So It’s the bust day of II
Miss Jacobsen, business man
May and spring has
Mike Sanders and art dire,
ort of had it. But
, Dennis Rountree.
you’d nes er know It at

Seniors, Graduates
Pre-Register Today
Pre-registration for seniors and
graduates majoring in seven SJS
departments began this morning
at 8:30 in Morris Dailey auditorium. It will continue until noon.
Juniors may register this afternoon from 1:00-4:30, according to
1)r. Kenneth Hutton, chairman of
the interdepartmental pre-registration program.
The participating departments
are elementary education, engineering. English, home economics,
mathematics, natural sciences and
nursing. Students majoring in any
of these departments will be able
to pre-register for courses in all

Peace Corps Names
enior Trainee

levels is highly complex and needs Foreign Language office in Buildexplaining which is the job of pub- ing 0 today and tomorrow, 9 a.m,
A panel discussion entitled, ’U.S. ,
S
to 4 p.m.
lie relations." he stated.
Steel -- Right or Wrong," will be iSJS
presented by the Speech Activity
class tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the
television studio of the Speech and
By MARGIE I SMAMOTO
Drama building.
Ethiopia is the next stop for I
The hour-long presentation will Richard Carlson, 21 -year-old senbe recorded for use on the San Jose ior. Carlson was recently notified
State College "Forum of the Air" of his acceptance into the Peace,
over KSJS, the new campus FM Corps.
radio station.
"There seems to he quite a need
The public is invited to attend there. I thought I could do more
and participate in a 15- minute good there than he -c," he said o:
!sec(ion and answer period that his assignment,
ill follow the presentation by the
C.arlson leaves June 25 for 71
training session at a US. college
Members of the panel are: Paor university. "I haven’t been notimela Reed, sophomore; Dave Price,
fied where I’ll be trained."
senior; Luana Mahan, freshman;
Departure date for Ethiopia is
tack Small, junior; Charles GrifSeptember 1.
fiths, sophomore, and Rodney
Originally, Carlson said, he had
flouts, senior.
requested assignment in Africa on
Moderator for the panel will be
his questionnaire. His interest in
Frederick B. Sherman, graduate
Africa stemmed from a talk he
student.
heard by Harold Johnson, chief of
last
panel
This is the fourth and
the East Africa program of the
liscussion to be presented by the
Peace Corps, on campus last
lass during the semester.
February.
Graduating in June, Carlson will
teach secondary school English for
two years in a city in Ethiopia.
Lastine love is almnst found by
"I’ll probably live in a ministry
a beautiful model who patterns her home or on the campus commons
newest
life to suit her desires in one effair In or near a city," he explained.
DONKEYS LOVE PARADESEspiiclly does Sam, the
after another in tomorrow night’s "There are only five or six cities
member of the SJS Democratic club. Sam, or whatever you call
Friday Flick, "Butterfield 8," 7 and of any note in the countrs."
him (he goes by any name), curiously takes in the sights at last
9:30 p.m. at the Morris Dailey auand
A Redwood City resident, CarlSaturday’s parade down First st., while Jack Pockman, right
ditorium.
son, attended Sequoia high school.
Pete Pleger, left, tag along. Sam’s favorite hobbies are kicking
Starring Elizabeth Taylor, Lau- He was active as sports editor of
up his heels, braying and eating oats. The donkey was purchased
rence Harvey, Eddie Fisher and the paper. yell leader and particirecently by Fred Branstefter, Democratic club president, and
Dina Merrill. the film is based on paled in football, tennis and boxas a
Jesse Torres, club member, to be used in parades1.teandl.bettort
phew by
a novel by John O’Hara.
mascot,

let ics on recommendation from the
livard of Control. The figure is
some $6000 less than the athletic
department originally requested.
Largest single amount of the
budget, $16.000, will go to intercollegiate football. Basketball, second largest item on the sports
budget, will receive $9800.
ASB Treasurer Jim Sperling reported that gate receipts for butt’

At San Jose State, Carlson was
affiliated with Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity. While a member he
served as secretary and historian.
"My ultimate aim is to teach."

H as Photos
Win Contest

On Sale Today

oximaio

RICHARD CAR LSON
. joins Peace Corps
he said. He might go on to get a
credential and teach at the high
school or at a higher level,
It all depends on some "rumors"
he has heard about proposed legislation that would enable him to
w
waive
some of the requirements to
obtain a credential because of the
two years’ teaching experience he
will receive with the Peace Corps.

Extra Convocation 11
Issues Available
III
Extra copies of the Spar’
Daily Honors’ Convocation eft!,
in
are available in TI4112.
The convocation edition. h
lighting President’s and111
scholars and listing the graduir
seniors from various college h.
0
societies. appeared Thursdas
connection with ceremonies hell
the Moms Dailey auditorium,

old R/A. We’ve just
unpacked a brand new
shipment of cool lightweight white drys*
shirts . . . all with
short a I f‘
.4. Visa
tab. buttoncholer
down or spread collar.
One of 11/A’s nowt
noteworthy selections
at but 11.01) the serving.

111

111

1114

ROOS M:=1.
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Editorial

Outstanding Professor
With the school sear drawing to a close, topics for discussion gradually are turning from academic and administrative
altercations to fun and frolic of surf, sand and suds. This, we
agree, is only natural.
However, before the last blue book of finals is completed
and students begin their higeria to parts known and unknown,
the Spartan Daily believes one subject should be mentioned so
it can be listed first on next fall’s schedule.
On campus, we have four groups which gave faculty member of the year awards. This, we feel, is good. as it shows appreciation to certain outstanding professors who have contributed much to the growth of 535.
The groups, by name, are Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic society: Phi Kappa Phi, academic honorary fraternity;
College Honors Convocation Committee: and College Research
Committee. By definitation, then, each group’s award is Oven
for a specific contribution.
Herein, we believe, lies the difficulty in the present method
of selecting a man for one of the four honors. Selection methods remain random and uncoordinated, and the Spartan Daily
believes some measures should be taken to correct and coordinate this practice.
Since the choice of one organization is not known to any
of the others until publicly announced, there stands a chance
for duplication, although this may be desirable in some cases.
But, we are sure each club, fraternity, society or committee is
looking for a different facet of contribution than any of the
others.
For instance, one may be a speaker in civic circles, thus
furthering the college’s good name through public relations.
Another may be a researcher, who furthers the name in his
particular field. Yet another may have performed his job as a
teacher, better than anyone else. The variety of contribution-.
as you can see, is endless.
The Spartan Daily suggests each group send a representative to meet with the deans of each division and possibly with
departments heads early in the fall. By these means, all four
groups could set down criteria for the awards. When time comes
to select a man, there would be no haphazard choosing. Each
group would be sure it had the person most deserved of winning its award.
D.J .0.

Sleep Tight Tonight
in a
Spartan Nightshirt
only $2.25
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Do You Prefer Academic Freedom
Or Communist Conspiracy?
Make your summer reading an investment for freedom.
(-Aro the philosophy and nature of Communism.

THE

SALE
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20% OFF
on Hardback Books
10% OFF
r,e Paperback Book.
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Stock Drop Overdue,
Says Econ Professor
By DRU CHALLBERG
"The stock market h as suffered precipitous declines since
March 15 of this year. This drop
Is long overdue because. since
1953. we have been operating on
a false basis."
Owen M. Broyles, professor of
economics at San Jose State.
made this statement Tuesday
when asked to comment on the
"Blue Monday" stock market
drop.
Professor Broyles went on to
explain that the prices of stocks
are as yet generally much too
hio.h. He suggested an average of
400 points on the Dow-Jones industrials would be more realistic
than the present 575. A high of
734 was reached in December
1961.
It has been considered "smart"
to speculate. according to Mr.
Broyles. because of the desire to
share in the hoped -for national
prosperity a n d as a safeguard
against the cheapening of the
dollar.
"Now." Mr. Broyles said, "it
looks as if there will be no immediate prosperous growth and
the dollars are going to be worth
more: we are changing from a
seller’s market to a buyer’s market in everything, not just
stock."
He reflected that since World

By DIANE JUDGE
How is the United States going to penetrate the trade wall
that the Common Market is
building around its member countries?
Congress is now debating Pres;tient Kennedy’s proposed Trade
Expansion act of 1962. This bill,
which seems to be the solution
to the problems of the Common
Market, gives the president tremendous power to break the tariff barriers that protect U.S. industries from foreign competition.
The new bill is a great change
from the present tariff policy set
’T the Reciprocal Trade Agreements act of 1934. Since then,
-,residents have had limited auhority to make trade deals with
nations and cut tariffs on special
oroducts, provided the countries
make similar concessions with
the U.S.
The president wants to be able
o.) completely erase certain tar:Ifs. According to the bill, this
would be accomplished within
five years on those products
which the U.S. and the Common
Market together account f o r
more than 80 per cent of the
world trade.
ON CATEGORIES
Other tariff cuts of 50 per
cent would be made on whole
categories of goods, not on the
item by item basis as is now
done.
The bill also provides for a
program for assistance to companies damaged by the lower
tariffs.
The tariff commission could
still advise the president if a U.S.
industry was endangered. Then
tariffs could be raised 50 per
cent on these articles.
No president has ever asked
for as much tariff cutting power
as President Kennedy. Businessmen aec opposed to the bill which
does or It substantiate the "Buy
American" slogan.
But many proponents of world
peace and trade favor parts of
the bill. Dr. Andrew P. Lassen,
head of the Economics and Geopraphy department, believes that
it will be passed in some form
Concerning the effect of the

Why Not Have Your Own
AIASCAIAN CLASSICS 5161.11-PTURTID IN IC KAIVIT,tAGCL1.

SWIMMING

POOL

Editor’s Note: Thrust and Parry letter., because of space limitations, will
be limited to a minimum of 300 words.
Letters sisceed.ng this amount either
will not be printed or will be edited
to conform to length. The editor also
reserves the right to edit letters to conform to style and good taste. Letters
of personal attacks will not be printed All letters must include th writer’s
signature and AS8 number.

War ii, national government policies have contributed to the robbing of bondholders and longterm creditors and have pressured gambling in stocks.
"Stock speculation is something of a sideshow in relation
to our economy," observed Mr.
Broyles. "Investors should be primarily concerned with bonds:
dealing with ’used’ stocks should
not occupy so much of our attention."
Professor Broyles pointed out
that the economy operates on
the basis of bonds and credit.
The bondholders and creditors
are the ones who need protection, not the speculators.
The long-run strength and stability of the nation depend upon
an honest dollar, honest markets
and sound public finance, Professor Broyles said.
Deflation always has been a
danger in the United States, according to the economics professor. If the economy drops down
very much, President Kennedy
will go to inflation, just as
Franklin D. Roosevelt did.
To avoid extremes in inflation
and deflation, Professor Broyles
advises the public to stop spending what it can’t afford and get
back to a value-received basis.

Language Club
Issues Statement
The following is a statement of
the stand of the Russian Language club regarding the present controversy and has been
ratified by all the members:
The Russian Language club
would like to make explicit the
fact that it is not responsible for
controversies involving it. Also,
the Russian Language club does
not and cannot, by its very existence, approve or disapprove any
statements made by any persons
regarding the club. And, the
Russian Language club is not,
cannot and will not take an active part in said controversy.
The Russian Language club
intends this statement to be sufficient to disclaim any controversy regarding the club per se.
For and at the direction of the
membership of the Russian Language club
Anna C. Mason, president
ASB A7672
Francis Paws, faculty adviser
Asst. Professor of Languages

United States’ Proposal
To Penetrate Trade Wall
Editor’s Note: This is the third in a
series on the Common Market.

Thrust and Parry

’Habsburg Statement
M:re Accurate’
Editor:
In the report of the debate
in Allen hall in the Spartan
Daily, May 29, it was stated
that Mr. McDill said that ". . .
Democratic Socialism has failed,
and because it fails it is wrong."
This is diametrically opposed to
Mr. McDill’s statement that it
is wrong and therefore it fails.
This unfortunate juxtaposition
of terms assigns to Mr. McDiU
the strictly pragmatic philosophy that if something works,
It is good and there is no necessity for a consideration of a
higher value than the pragmatic.
This is not a conservative philosophy.
"Conservatism reflects an attitude of mind that gives allegiance to enduring principles that
rule the lives of men and of
nations. It is founded on the
recognition of God and a belief
in a moral order superior to ho-

bill on the United States, Dr.
Lassen said, "It is estimated that
the lowering of tariffs as proposed by President Kennedy
would result in a 90.000 addition
to unemployment. But more imports and exports could increase
jobs by twice as many as the
number lost.
INCREASE ACTIVITY
"Four to five million workers
in the U.S. are affected by foreign trade. Lower tariffs would
increase economic activity."
Dr. Lassen emphasized that
there is no excuse for a depression because of the Common
Market or lowered tariffs.
Steel, textiles, chemicals and
agriculture would probably be
most affected by the bill, according to Dr. Lassen.
There is no plan for the U.S.
to join the Common Market.
"It is not necessary for us to
become a member of it if the
president has authority to negotiate tariffs and quotas. That’s
all that’s needed for a long time
to come," explained Dr. I -Rosen.

man law, transcending the power of monarch and majority
alike." Otto Von Habsburg.
I am sure that this statement
It a more accurate summation of
Mr. McDill’s conservative philosophy than the pragmatic one
attributed to him.
Elizabeth Payer
ASB 10089

Writer Corrects
’False Impression’
Editor:
Richard Rubacher, in his reply
to my letter in the Spartan
Daily, gave readers the false
impression that I am an advocate of nuclear war, or "dropping the bomb." Nothing could
be further from the truth.
All that I advocate, like many
other concerned Americans, is
that we wage the same kind of
war against the Communists
that they are waging against us,
but on our terms. They (the
Communists) have, as Mr. Rubacher said, abandoned nuclear
war as a part of their international strategy, if indeed it
ever was. The war we are in
with the Communists is only
partly a military one; it is also
an economic, political, diplomatic, phychological and propaganda war.
If the Communists don’t intend to start a nuclear war,
why, you may ask, do they rattle their rockets, conduct extensive nuclear tests, and maintain a large standing army? It
is because they need that nuclear power to blackmail the
West into giving into their demands. The Reds are counting
on the desire of the leaders of
the Western nations for peace

WEDDING GOWNS!
FORMALS COCKTAIL DRESSES I
1/2 OFF OR MORE
Sales & Rentals
(WILL ALSO BUY)
Dressmaking & Alteration Service

Radio, TV
Banquet Set
Michael Jackson of radio station
KEWB will speak to members of
the SJS Radio and Television guild
at their annual Awards banquet
6:30 p.m. Sunday at Green Doors
Los Gatos restaurant.
Jackson has worked for the British Broadcasting corp., served as
war correspondent and traveled
throughout the world. He will highlight his radio, television and journalism experience.
Awards will be presented to students who have made outstanding
contributions in the radio and television field.
All SJS students may obtain reservations in SD132 or by phoninu
the college radio and television department.

Richard Reels
ASB 4629

Something
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Only

39’
Cooked to Order
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in order to achieve their aim
It is certainly true that taking the offensive against
the
Communist bloc risks a nuclear
war. However, we are risking
that war right now, even with
our no-win foreign policy. Either
way there is the chance of an
atomic holocaust, but oru present policy does not permit us to
win over communism, and will
probably lead to gradual surrender. Therefore. if we intend
to survive as a nation and prevent the Reds from taking over
the world, we have virtually no
choice but to fight the forces
of slavery with every means at
our disposal, short of all-out nuclear war. Our nuclear strength
must be kept strong, however
in order to deter the Reds from
launching a sneak attack.

I
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ROGER MARIS says:
FOR A REALLY DIFFERENT:\
AFTER-SNAVE SENSATION
TRY williams Ice Blue

AQUA VELVA:
It cools without stinging!
Hasa brisk, manly scent. 1..)

Apartments for Men
You Are Invited to Come in and See the
Stunning Prize Winning Designs.
No Obligation.
from the award winning jeweler

Your Master
JEWELER
72 S. FIRST ST.

CY 7-0920
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about-art
AQUA liEwbuLVA/

LAD MANOR
REASONABLE RATES
Only 2 Blocks to Campus
Large Recreation Room
With TV

Move In Now
Reservation being taken now
for Summer and Fall Term*,

620 S. 9th St.

CY 2-3785
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IT’S THE AFTER -SHAVE LOTION THAT’S

BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN!
Get William% Ice Blue AQtA Sri VA ft containt
Humectin. a wonderful skin conditioner Keeps
akin from drying out. There’s a wonderful feeling
of fitness when you splash on AQUA VIMVA after
a shave or shower. Get WIlflams lee She Aous
Vases is the handsome decanter bottle.

MEN! GET
f
SHAVE THAT’S
"RAM/ISLAM 810-51!
wiro _ANY FLECTRIC
RAZON ti8F winiams
leefriOSAine

Sell
Your Books
At:

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On 4th St. across from the Library

CY 5.6610
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Students To Present
Two Coward Plays
Two one-act comedies from
Noel Coward’s "Tonight at 8:30"
wiU be produced Monday and
Tuesday nights at 815 In Studio
Theater by the rehearsal and
perforniance class of Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor
of drama.
Admission to the presentation
of "Red Peppers" and "Ways and
Means" is 50 cents.
Both plays are (ruin Cowanra
"’ronight at 8:30." a program of
nine one-act plays written, directed and acted in by Coward
in 1936.
An English musical about a
second-rate vaudeville couple,
-Red Peppers" is set in the
theater of a small provincial
town on a Saturday night.
PEPPERS BRAWL
The short play is concerned
with what happens back -stage
between numbers and gives the
Oer treentl merfitis
? ie demand W.
once our tirechats
C’ Soo position is
the hee styling Gold.
Ness re welLofed
Inb with plenty el
room, for advance.
wnnt. C..l for info.,
met,on bovf o.
medr
teethe.’
method,

Information Availobliu
Now
Sernember, the brser se-hasit
pees the be4 traoung

San Jose
Beauty College
156 S. SECOND
CV 8-4389

audience a peep into
after performance d re ssing room
brawls which the Peppers carry
on.
Besides eating and changing
makeup and costumes between
stage numbers, George and I.ily
Pepper argue with each other,
the conductor, the house manager and a second-rate western
act Tess.
Lead roles in "Red Peppers"
are carried by Robert Browning
and Pamela Blake. Others in the
cast are Arthur Conn as Bert
Bentley, the conductor; Douglas
Johnston. Mr. Edwards, the
house manager; Maria Wida,
Mabel Grace, the faded actress:
and Russell Holcomb, All, the
busboy.
"Ways and Means," a light
comedy in three set-nes, occurs
in the bedroom of the aristocratic Lloyd-Ransomes’ house on
the French Riviera,
COUPLE LOSES SHIRT
A young care-free couple. Stella and Toby Cartwright, are
guests of Olive Llityd-Ransome.
The couple becomes destitute
when they lose their shirts at
the casino trying to keep up
with the social big-wigs.
The play revolves about the
Cartwrights’ dilemma and the
unusual and humorous solution
they design to outwit the phony
socialites.
Sandra Emery and Holcomb
play the i’riles of Stella and Toby
Cartwright. Other members of
the cast are Browning as Lord
Chapworth. Bonda Lewis, Olive
Lloyd-Ransome; Miss Wid a,
Princess Elena Krassiloff; Conn,
Murdoch; and Rosalee Biasatti,
Nanny.
Scenery, costumes and properties were all designed and constructed by members of the
class.
Scenery director is James
Bertholf. Cathi Purcell and Miss
Lewis are responsible for cos.
tomes, while Misses Biasatti and
Wida handled properties and
publicity.

Students to Perform
Music Of Classics
Music of Ihttussy, Itiutinuatmiff, KaIxtlevsky, Prokofieff and
Shostakoviteh will be presented
by students of John Delevoryas,
associate professor of music, during today’s 11:30 ti.m. nut vey of
music literature class in Ctincert
Performers are Roberta Burnett, Maryanne Comelli. Jennifer
Tones, Lynn Howe and Marilyn
The

Four Freshmen
Appearing

SAT. NITE
June 2nd
Coceanut Grove
San’a Cruz
Beach

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘
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strated by the student.
Illustrations of at least three
settings and of at least five cos
tomes of principal actors.
Students may contact Johnson
in 51)202 or Miss Berneice K.
Prisk associate professor of
indrama. in !--10,1 T.,
formation.

anonymous

and Drama department in honor

of Johnson, is open to any reg-

MAY I, DEAH?Princess Elena (Maria Wide,
second from left) helps herself to the sugar
lumps, much to the annoyance of the despondent
Cartwright couple, played by Sandra Emery
(left) and Russell Holcomb (second from right).

-Sweetly comforting" the couple is their hostess,
Olive (Bonda Lewis). The four appear in the
SJS production of Noel Coward’s "Ways and
Means."
Oscan Is

..

ftIss To Present
Scene from Play

11,11 Lranian

6

-MTN..

.-SI) )(trier - qo-leound

Members of it stage directing
class will present a scene from
an American play which was recently made into a motion picture today at 3:30 p.m. in Studio
Theater.
Set in contemporary New England, the scene deals with a 13year-old girl who runs away from
a private school and convinces
her grandmother all is not right
with the school’s matrons.
Directed by Marty Nedom, senior language arts major, the
play’s cast includes Pat King
Os the erandmother, Gretchen
Gieene as the girl, and Janet
Miller as a maid.
Today’s presentation concludes
a semester of Thursday Studio
Hour programs produced by the
Speech and Drama department.

Once(Yawn)
Upon a Time
ST. I.( it ’IS I UPI) - Wonder
why you’re not getting a wax.’
night’s sleep?
Ptah:et.; the tniuble is failure
to relax. says Dr. .1, Earl Smith,
eily health director.
Smith urges bedtime stories as
a relaxing habit for both children and parents --the latter, of
course, to tell the stories and get
sleepy themselves.
A relaxing bedtime story-telling period is important for children stimulated by outdoor play
in the spring and summer
months, the doctor said.
"Old familiar stones are more
relaxing for small children than
new exciting ones," Dr. Smith,
adds.
For the sake of good health,
the doctor said, parents should
share the period of relaxation
with their offspring.

LONDON I UP!’ - - Poet 1.’01 Ind Gibson, 8.1 who gained literary prominence in 1910 with the
publication of 18 short verses tilled 1)110 Bread," died Saturday in a nursing home.

’Meta SCREIN
EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
OCEAN’S 11

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
ORIENTATION LEADERS
Kappa Kappa Gamma orientation leaders for next semester’s
registration are Sharon Hatlett, Pat Ilearney, Joan Ornbaun, Joanne
Risdon and Sonja Halvorsen,
Alpha Phi orientation leaders are Sandy Buerman, Karen
Caithape, Bonnie Crocket, Judy Harris, Valerie Johnson, Margaret
Kelley and Carole Wagner.
Gamma Phi Beta women serving as orientation leaders are
Joyce Morall, Sharon Moy, Pam Stoddard, Nancy McGegorey and
Anne Davis.
BREAKFAST TIME
During the recent Chi Omega senior breakfast, special awards
were bestowed upon Patsy Ross as the Most Outstanding senior.
Deanne Kinnear as the Most Active senior and Seth Nawman as the
Most Charming senior. Chi Omega members Pat Hayes and Bernie
Mangseth received $130 scholarships.
Delta Upsilon held its annual senior breakfast Saturday. The
morning function preceded the Delta Upsilon "Kanaka Kapers,"
which was held this year at Saratoga Springs. The fraternity members and their guests attended the Kaper affair in Hawaiian -designed attire.
Gamma Phi Beta will hold its senior breakfast honoring all its
graduating seniors on June 3 at the Hyatt House.
NEW OFFICERS
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces its fall semester officers as
Mike Melin. president; Bob Buchser, vice president; Larry Laster.
secretary; Dick Heideman, treasurer; and Stan ’knits, IFC representative.
Delta Upsilon fall semester officers are Tim Palmer, president;
Bruce Wiseman, vice president; Ron Allen, treasurer; Dan Innes,
recording secretary, and Stu Stringfellow, IFC representative.
Allen hall election results are Bob Keller, president; George
Yamamoto, vice president; and Jon Gteiforst. secretary.
PINNINGS
Judy Farrell. Phi Mu sophomore advertising major from La
Crescentn to Bill Cox. Lambda Chi Alpha senior business and industrial management major from San Jose.
Carole Gordon, Delta Gamma senior English major from Piedmont, to Charles Allard, Sigma Phi Epsilon senior history majta
from Surmyvale.
Betty Babcock, Kappa Alpha Theta junior economics major
from Sacramento, to Dick Hyde, Alpha Tau Omega senior life
science major from Santa Paula.
Judy Scott, senior elementary education major from Walnut
Creek, to Steve Parks, Delta Sigma Phi senior real estate and
insurance major from Olinda.
Margi Richardson. Sigma Kappa junior education major from
Santa Monica. to Bob Schenone, Pi Kappa Alpha sophomore social
science major from Lock
Sandy Reese, Sigma Kappa sophomore art major from Mountain View, to Paul Obester, president of Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Stanford university and a junior architecture major from Reno, Nev.
Margaret Lyons, junior political science major at Cal and tram
Berkeley. to Ted Jarvis, Delta Upsilon senior business major front
El Cerrito.

istered SJS student.
A portfolio of matted drawings of designs for settings and ’
or costumes for any dramatic
or operatic production should be
turned in to SD202 or the main
office of the Drama department
by June 11.
Drawings must be in color and
at least 12 inches by 20 inches
in size. Any medium of color
may he used.
Portfolios must contain one of
the following but may include
combinations of two or more:
Costume plates for all principal actors and for representative members of crowds with
m:tterial sv-t’,.hes atta(’hwl

Bak:tuts
Flower
Shop
Flowers
Corsages

16,
IDfh & Sento CIr

CV 2-0462

POWDER PUFF POKER
9:00 a.m.
June 3

RUN

al

Valley Fair Parking Lot
SI.00 per Car

Entrance Fee

PRIZES
FREE COFFEE AND COOICES
Spor sc,,,c/

by

Phi A!pl-.a Omicron Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi

SPECIAL

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY Thru FRIDAY

1.00
PLEASANT HILLS
and CYPRESS GREENS
PUBLIC GOLF COU2SLS
STORY ROAD
SOUTH WHITE ROAD NEAR
Cl

IL,

946ye cjc/iello ruPope!
enjoy 8 fun -filled weeks of travel

ROUND
TRIP

$399.00
(Tex inciseee)

FLY
DC -7C

LEAVE:
June 20, 1962, San Francisco London
RETURN:
August 27, 1962. Paris San Francisco

Call: MOSHE BEN -ELI, CY 5-2520

Jazzmen To Help
HOLLYWOOD i UPI
of the top jazz musicians will
help composer Leonard Rosen man aeon. Millard Kaufman row
Ronald Lubin’s "Reprieve." They
are Shelly Mann,. Jon Monaragrin, Al Hendrickson, Joe Naha,
and Harry Klee,

BONUS OFFER
Plus
Highest Prices Paid Anywhere -- Anytime

MEXICO

June 7 thru 22

THIEVES

ARAM* ’AT
DAYS

by

donation given to the Speech

NEVER HAD IT
THE

settirigs, with floor plans claw ii
to scale.
A model of the settings or a
composite set with movable
pieces. which must be demon.

Wendell J. Johnson scene LteAgn
competition for a $50 award has
been announced by Wendell
Johnson, professor of drama.
The competition, which was

English Poet Dies
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No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smaclen
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4lls and
St. James you’ll find a place that servos Mexican food that
tops any you’ll find even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,
it’s Tice’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalising Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tito’s Tacos.
ri,
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4th and St James

It Makes Sense and Gives You
Extra Dollars to Sell All Your
Used Books al

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
-Right on Catnpu!.-
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Thursday. May 31, 19e.

MI ’Lary Review

P.E. Pre-Reg
le-IIU.Il.lI Oil
the Department of Phy
cation for Women will
next Wednesday and .
10:30-3 pm. in the patio ot
1Vi4nen’s gym.
111:1Wooten pLysical
k.:-% arid minors, recreation oat Jo s, students with limited health
ratings. and students a-ho need
only one more semester of physical education to complete the
general education requirement are
eligible to pre-register on the two
days, according to Miss Mary Neal,
ie.:dm:int professor of physical education a! d no -re .-l.,trat ion ,ttairnum

I-1):Speed BICYCLES
Schwinn
Helyett
Raleigh
Taurus
Proles

From

$69.95
co.plete

Service oo
All Models

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CT 3-9766

TLiesday Grad Wins Fellowship
To Study in E. Africa

Honors Pres. Wahlquist
l’acsu..y. a full military t,
in holm!
SJS Pres. John T.
Waltlquist will he staged on the
P.E. drill field at 1:30 p.m.
The President’s review will officially recognize top cadets of the
ROTC unit for the school year
1961-62.
Four cadets will receive the (’hi.
ca!’ Tribune invalid that recognizes men earning the highest
fruits in their military’ science
uses. Winners at: Gary A. 0g.
ley, freshman: Thompson A. Raker.
sophomore: Wayne A. Rush. junior.
and William R. Brown. senior.
President Wahlquist will present
tlw four Tribune awards.
Dr. William Dusel. SJS vice mesa lent. will present the Aeadern i
Kxcellence awards to men wh, .
nave maintained an A average ft,.
the academic year in the ROT(

Lroil Williams, 2:I -year-old
Uarecete si%tuetwitte.ahachis beengfenZlecshitpeel to
to East Africa sponsored jointly
by Columbia university and the
British and East African governments.
Williams, who Wilt: graduated in
August from SJS in biology, will
study one year at Makererc
Icallege. Uganda, an extension of Oxford university. to obtain his mas-

0. , r at: a T he :. " re .Edo aud
hut ions
or his ou t s t :Lading
Bernell. freshman; Stephen It. to student govermnent, sophomore
, Greenberg, sophomore: Harry T. Berniod T. Deasy will lie presented
Yamamura, junior, and David L. the Student Government ribbon.
Nevis. senior.
Ne
’ Deasy served on the Student (.7ounThe Superior Cadet ribbon. oil this men year.
awarded annually to the outstand-; For the first time the unit is
ing cadets in each of the military awarding a Physical Fitness troscience classes, goes this year to: phy. Winner of the cup is sophoPaul T. Reichlfs freshman: Lottie more Louie H. Anderson.
t!. Andel son, sophomore: Allen E.
A reception will fidlow the unit
Harris, junior, and Peter J. Pectin), presidential salute. to which guests,
senior. Presenting the award was faculty. cadets and their families
, ’ken Robert J. Moore, head of the are invited. The reception will be
Division of Sciences and Occupti . held in Rooms A and B of the cafe-1
S
t ions,
let ia.

ter’s degree in education* Ile will
receive living expenses. tuition and
this stipend of 5*) during
a
his college year. He will be acisigned to teach biology in one of
four African countries sponsoring
his fellowship, Tanganyika, Ugando, Kenya and Zanzibar. He will
, be conunitted to teach two years
at a Millinn1111 guaranteed salary
of $4400.
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San Jose Siaby’s

A member Lf the SJS varsity
I track squad for three years, W11-1
Hams is co-holder of the school’s
high-jump recur d of 6 feet 10
inches. He has competed for the
Santa Clara Valley Youth village
this spring.

Williams is a member of Beta
Beta Beta, national biological sci’Die Rev. Don Emmel. Presbyence h floor a Ty fraternity. He
terian campus chaplain, will speak
hopes to return to the United
on "The Framework for Sexual
States to attend medical school
Response" today at 3:30 p.m. in
following his African axsisounent.
cafeteria rooms A and B, in the
hist of two lectures on ’The Human Venture in Love and Sexuality," sponsored by United Campus
’hi isi inn fellowship.
Today’s lecture. a ill be concerned primarily with the ’framework of human inter-action within
which sexual communication takes
place." according tu Mr. Emmet.
Proposition three, a $270 million vote, according to its resolution
Ile hopes to deal "as frankly as
lsand proposal on the ballot June "in order to provide critically ne,s
possible with those factors which
eel buildings for the state’s ins’ will make sexuality a creative part
5, for construction of state facilituitions and to provide an eco,,f mature personhood."
ties, has received the endorsement nomically desirable method to fl A second lecture Monday will he
of two mote campus organiz.ations. mince such capital improvements. concerned with t he love-sexual
The San Jose State chapter of
Proposition three would provide
progression which takes place hethe American Association of Uni- inot-icy for construction of slit’,
lotrii marriage, as well his the probTHE REV. DON EMMEL
lems of petting and premarital reversity Professors and Local 1362.1 facilities, with 80 per cent eat ... lectures on love
.
education projects.
lations and the factors of sexuality
s the SJS chripter of the American marked for
within marriage.
will
million
Approximately
$20
;Federation of Teachers tAFL-CIO1
"I am convineed that there must
be for the state’s junior colleges,
both announced endorsement of $100 million for state colleges
he found a new basis for the questhe proposition.
tion of sexuality other than the
and another $100 million for the:
purely moralistic or libertarian
Endorsement was also recently’ University of California.
vieos." the chaplain told the Sparannounced by Chapter 32 of the
Approval and support of the
tan Daily.
!California State Employees assn., proposition by the local unit of the
Mr. Emmet, who is married anti
It,
it. Colo, UPI IAstro- the executive committee of the
the father of five children, is naut Scott Carpenter’s home town Faculty Woman’s club and the AFr was by voice vote at the
chairman of the Protestant chap- gave him a hero’s acclaim Tuesday ’College Advisory board.
group’s last meeting, Dr. Leon
lains council at San Jose State, He and his university gave him the
Lee, Local 1362 president. said
The AAUP is urging a aes
has academic degrees as bachelor degree he missed 13 years ago.
of divinity and master of sacred
Carpenter received the degree
theology. He has been Presbyterian I from the university, along with
campus chaplain since lo.56.
!special medal, before a cheer:.
crowd of 15,000 persons in the tin--,ersity football stadium on the
-econd day of a triumphant homecoming to Colorado after his threeorbPal space flight last Thursday.
He told the crowd he did not
i.onsider himself a hero.
But he said he hoped the degree
which he missed in 1949 after
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)Acting Mayor Harold Dobbs has of- failing a course in heat transferfered "the services of the mayor’s might he justified by the unique
office" to help settle the two-week education he received in the subnorthern California construction ject when his space capsule hurtled through the fiery upper atst lake.
-We stand ready to serve.’ he mosphere on its way hack to earth.
"I hope and trust that my resaid Monday. But there were no
cent unique experience with heat
immediate takers of the offer.
TABLE MODEL
Negoiators for both the Asso- transfer justifies this degree," he
said
ciated General Contractors and the
unions spent the day together, bul
a federal conciliator admitted that
the meeting "got nowhere."
The AG(’ also disclosed that it
has neither filed suit against nor
moved to expel the three contract- a ii Offer Cy:.I. ;c:11,11:: It.
ing firms which bolted from the flay in observance of the I
employers’ ranks last Thursday to Feast of Ascension Thursday. Die
settle with the laborers.
’ Rev. Cyril V. Leach, Newman club
The threatened firms are the chaplain, will conduct a 4:30 p.m.
Terrific for the Beach!
M and
corp., P or Kirwit Sons mass addition it the regular daily
co. and Fred J. Early jr. co.
noon mas,

Traditional
Barber .shrrp

cut but your spevi

Jimmie’s

52 South 4th Street
CY 3-9947
Free Parking in Front

161,8emuo

S.F. Illiiyor’s Office
Vo!unteers To Help
Strike Settlement
k
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A group ta lb public rot
majors who will be gradual,’
June started the day for their pro.
lessor with a surprise breakfast at
Uncle John’s Pancake house this
morning.
Pearce Davies. as-,slate molesIcor of journalism and head of the
elation% program for the
touralism and Advertising department, Wata presented with a pen at
tie breakfast, which also honored
Mrs. Davies,
Spokesman Jim Balzaretti, arad’ming senior from San Jose, said
that the "old guard" owes moth of
.ts interest in the field of P.R. to
Professor Davies’ encouragement
and unselfish devotion.

ERROL WILLIAMS
... fellowship winner

Faculty Groups O.K.
State Proposition 3
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BRAZIER

2 Masses Today
In Newman Hall

How about the patio at the apartment?
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Rides "perfect" in the trunk
Throw in weenies’n buns and briquettes
and you’re ready

-

It is AVAILABLE for use and abuse
REAL STURDY!
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UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

1415 SOUTH MARKET ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1680 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA

TROPICANA SHOPPING CENTER
KING and STORY ROADS
Monday thru Fr,day
Saturday 9 30 to 6 00

- 9 30 to 9 00
Sunday 11 00 to S:00
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Water Poloists End
Spring Practice Stint

Johnson, Tucker, Williams
Go to Compton Invitational

By DON CHAP:RAN
San Jose State’s water polo
ream, one of the finest in northeve California in the 1961 season,
%dads up its spring training seelion today with anticipation of an
even better 1962 season.
A total of 32 men came out for
Coach Lee Walton’s spring practice, more than have ever attended
before.
The session ran over a span
of 22 days, with Its main aim to
sharpen the men’s games for
the 1962 year.
Walton cited seven swimmers
who have looked outstanding in
the session, many of them return-

ees from last year’s squad.
Captaining the 1962 squad will
be John Henry, a 6-6 goatee, who
is "one of the outstanding goatees
in the bay area, according to
Walton.
Jim !Biomes, the team’s leading scorer in 1961, was also
cited as outstanding in spring
pnwtice. Ile will be swimming
at forward next fall. Other forwards who looked good were
seniors Steve Skold and Austin
Wlswell, both k4termen I tom
last year’s squad. Skold wax
rota-el the most improved water
polo player on the team last
fall.
Guards who impressed Walton
were Berm Radloff, Pete Segues
and Ed Gibson, last year’s frosh
Big Auto
team co-captain.
Insurance Savings Announced
The varsity’s 15-game schedule
65. men and married man over
ne
: 378 lett $13 divIdnd, or
next fall will include eight home
$65 (based on current 17 per
e vidnd). Single men undo’
games, some of which will be at
net
".l 1251 lets $43 dividend. or
S.08.
night so that they will be more
0:0 Bodily Inlury liability. 85,000
available to the students. The
Damag and $000 164Ocal
0th.. COVflig. at Corn.
team opens against the San Fransavinqt. Pievolenft can be
OL,
’-ade onco twice or four times a
cisco state college varsity, on Sept.
...or Call or write for full info.28. The frosh open against San
ii-erion to Georg. 04. Campb11
Sunnyvale.
564 Meple A
Jose city college on Sept 26.
REgent 8.1741 (die I &Nil
The varsity finished second in
the State College tourney last
virkikikaselmonst fall and second in the northern
California water polo tournament, which Includes top teams
’59 Corvette $2899
from all over the area.
’61 T-Bird .... $3399
"We expect tough competition
from Stanford and Cal as usual,"
’57 Chev.
Walton said. He also said Foothill
Bel Air .. $1095 college could produce a fine team.

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(CI ASS OF 51)
1199 SO FIRST STREET
CV 2-7587

"WOMEN
WORSHIP ME"
"Here 1 was, clean-cut.
and eager, but 1 never
tcored. Until I got
these Slimz. Now I’M
the idol of the
campus. Hold it,
girls, while I comb
my hair again."

Newcombe Signs
Japanese Pact

5.95 tO 7.95

By JOHN HENRV
Most of the San Jose State
tmcksters will be idle this week
while only three men have been invited to compete at the Compton
invitational Saturday.
Willie Williams, Dennis Johnson
and Ben Tucker will travel south
for the invitational. Williams will
meet Arizona state’s terrific freshman 440 runner, Ulis Williams.
Williams (Ulla, that is) has
dashed to a 46.0 clocking in the
440 while Williams (Mille) hart
a hest of 46.4.

HONOLULU (UPI) - Former
major league pitching great Don
Newcombe will be pitching for
the Chunichi Dragons of Japan’s
professional Central league.
Kazueo Takata, vice president
and general manager of the Dragons, signed Newcombe here for a
reported $18.000 for the remainder
,if the season.

VERSATILE SPARTAN -Bruce McCullough holds two San Jose
State school records with a 23.2 in the low hurdles and a 51.8
in the 440 -yard hurdles. McCullough also runs the 440-yard dash
where he has a career best of 47.3. He is a member of the mile
relay team that flashed to a 3:10.1 this year.

Top
NCAA Threat

By FRED RAGLAND
One of San Jose State’s strongest entries in the June 15-16 National Collegiate Championships in
Eugene, Ore, will be hurdler and
quarter-miler Bruce McCullough.
McCullough, a 21 -year-old senior, is slated to compete in the
440-yard hurdles in the NCAA
meet, according to SJS coach Bud
Winter. "It’s his ideal event," Winter says.
Bruce was timed in 51.8 in
winning the 440-yard hurdles at
the May 12 West Coast Relays
In Fresno. Only three Americans
-PSC% Rex Cawley, Northeastern Loubdana’s Don Sty-ron
and Vale’s Jay Luck-have bettered that time tithe season.
Winter feels McCullough has
come into his own as both a hurdler and 440 man this season. "He
was a second or third place runner
before this year. Now he’s learned
to cut loose and be a winner."
A native of Pasadena, McCullough began his track career at
John Muir high school of that city.
Ile competed there in 1956-57 and
the transferred to Pomona high
school for his senior year.
Bruce concentrated on the 440
In high school where he had a
hest time of 48.4. Ile also competed In the 180-yard low hues!lest on a few occasions, turning
In a fine 19.0 on one occasion.
McCullough rates fellow Spartan Willie Williams as the toughest competition he faced during
his high school years. Williams,
who ran for Compton high school.
faced Bruce on several occasions
in the 440.
Before coming to San Jose State
in 1960, McCullough attended Mt.

sumz

At your favorite campus shop

181 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose 13, California
CYpress 41534

7ite
’i4 ctore
and
CC/kg(’ chefi
321 S. lot

without harmful stimulants

Never take chances with
dangerous "pep pills." Instead,
take proven safe NoDoz’o.)..
Keeps you mentally alert with
the same safe refresher found
in coffee.Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. &Lao-

lutely not habit-forming. Next
time monotony makes you feel
drowsy while driving, working
or studying, do as millions do
... perk up with safe, effective
NoDos. Another fine product
of Grove Laboratories,

ST.

JOSEPH’S
SHOP

Bruce McCullough has the fifth
beret collegiate 440-yard hurdles
mark with a 51.8. The field Is
topped by I’SC"s Rex Cawley who
has a 50.5 tinting to his credit.
McCullough also has a 47.3 in the440.

Johnson returned to his old form
last week in Modesto as he blazed
to 9.5 and 9.4 clocking in the 100.
He was nipped in the finals by
Harry Jerome, the Canadian who is
a co-holder of the world 100-meter
dash record at 10.0, and Hayes. the
100-yard king.

RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES.
GIFTS, AND BOOKS

49 W. San Fornando
Phone: 295-2130
Too doors out of St. Joseph’s Cht,c,

ieogiVirrojeteiViWirri","%,...:

Student Bowling
35c . . .

anytime!

other student benefits

Tucker will he competing in ,
his first open mile since the t’ollseurn relay where he came In
eighth in the "miracle mile" featuring Peter Snell and Oregon’s s
Dyrol Burleson.

S.

Try our

STEAK $135

Z5Z

S.

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl

PURITAN OIL CO.

McCullough, on the other
hand, stays hack In the pack in
the early going and then comes
on strong at the. finish. "1 believe races are won at the end,
not at the beginning," he explains.
Bruce plans to try for a slot on
the 1964 U.S. Olympic team in the
400-meter hurdles. "I think I’ll
need about a 49.7 to make it," he
says.
The Spartan hurdler rates USC’s
Cawley as the toughest opponent
he has ever faced. "I’ve never beat
him," Bruce says. Cawley, who
has been clocked in under 50 seconds in the 440-yard hurdles, has
a best of 50.5 this year.
McCullough is a physical education major and business minor.
However, he is contemplating entering the social work field after
grrocfiiatinri

Open doily It to It

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert

FOR GIFT IDEAS visa

DISCOUNT
2c& 3c per

Between Iiith and 9f0 on
E. Santa Clara

F,

among the collegiates is Oregon’s
Dyrol Burleson who has a 1:48.2.
In the mile, Tucker ranks sixth
to Burleson’s 3:57.9 and his Oregon
teammate Keith Forman’s (i 15 3.

$
The Spartans thus far this year ,‘
have turned in some of the top collegiate times and distances in the
nation,
CY 4-7800 "f:
Jeff Fishback has turned in the i375 W. Santa Clara St.
top 3000-meter steeplechase time
San Antonio junior college in Wal- this year. His 9:03.9 makes him
nut, Calif. for a year. At Mt. Sac one of the top contenders for
he whittled his quarter-mile time NCAA honors.
down to 47.7 but began turning
more of his attention to hurdling.
In addition to the top steepleHis best performance in the 220- chase time. Fishback also has the
yard low hurdles was 23.1.
heed two-mile time of the collegiate runners at 9:03.2.
Bruce gives much of the credit for his decision to come to
Hammer-thrower Ed Burke, who
SJS to his coaeh at Pomona, an set the school record this year
5.15 graduate mulled Bud Peter- holds the second best college throe
sen. "Ile was a good hurdle.% of the year at 192-31,i. He is topped
92+ Octane Reg. - 160+ Octane Phyl
coach," McCullough recails.
only by Harvard’s Ed Bailey who
Examples of year -around oil prices:
After three years of varsity has a toss of 200-0.
Dan Studney has the third best
compet ion at San Jose, McCulShell X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
lough holds school records in the javelin throw among the collegian,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38c
440-yard hurdles 151.81 and the with a 247-’4 toss. He will be lost
220-yard low hurdles 123.21. He to the Spartans for the rest of the
qi. can 50c
Castro’
flashed to his all-time best in the year, however, due to failure to
Bulk
100%
qt. l9
Eastern
deficiencies.
440, when he came from behind make up academic
2
-Gal.
Sealed
Can,
100%
Eastern
$1.29
to nip Santa Clara Valley Youth
Vance Barnes is tied for fourth
Village’s Keith Thomassen and
Cigarettes
package 22
Boswith
Jump
the
high
place
In
Williams in 47.3 in the May 4
ton’s Jahn Thomas. Barnes and
All-Comers meet in Sunnyvale.
Bruce’s and Willie’s running Thomas both have cleared 6-10.
strategies and styles in the quar- Thomas Is the former world rec6th & Keys
4th & Williams
10th & Taylor
ter-mile are radically different. ord holder In the event. Russia’s
Williams, who is also a good 100
and 220 man, tends to go all out
in the early stages of a race.

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF

leccer6
NI EN’S SD

Vaiery Briunel has since elear,41
7-4 to take the record.
Discus thrower Harry Edwards
has the fifth best mark with a 179- ,
] toss. Edwards has the school record of 178-3. His best distance did
not count for a school record because it was not a winning toss.
Glenn Passey of Utah slate
heads the discus with a toss of 1909,41. Stanford’s Dave Weill is second at 189-11. Karl Johnstone of
Arizona has a mark of 182-11’;,
while John McGrath of Occidental
is fourth at 180-9%.

Dennis Johnson will have a
chance to further test his recovery
powers as he meets co-world record -holder Frank Budd in the 100yard dash. Budd, who along with
Ben Tucker is among the leaders
Robert Hayes, holds the world record of 9.2, has a season’s best of In the 880 and the mile. His 1:49.9
9.3 in the 100 and 20.0 I tie for the clocking puts him seventh in the
half-mile rankings. Top half-miler
world record) in the 220.

Dodgers B alk
At OTA Win; McCullough
SAE Champs
A protested intramurals softball
playoff game will be reviewed this
morning by Intramurals Director
Dan Unruh and the teams concerned, to decide if Omega Tau
Alpha’s playoff victory over the
Draft Dodgers Tuesday was valid.
The all-college championships will
start this afternoon at 3:45.
OTA won the game, 3-1, when
Ben Lujan scored his second run
of the game on a single in the
sixth inning. The ball struck an
umpire when thrown in from the
outfield.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won the
fraternity crown in a walk away
from Pi Kappa Alpha, 16-5. The
SAEs scored 10 runs in the second
inning.
It the protest is upheld the
game will be resumed at 3:45 p.m.
If it is denied, SAE and OTA will
lock horns in the first game of a
double header at that time.
The Draft Dodgers beat the
Sheiks 6-2 Tuesday to get a crack
at OTA, which won the toss of
the coin for odd man out.
Pi Kappa Alpha beat Delta Upsilon 9-5 and SAE edged Sigma
Phi Epsilon 7-6 to end the regular
fraternity season in a first place
tie.
Pete Petrinovich won that one
for the SAEs when he hit a three
run homer in the bottom of the
fifth inning to win it.

IIIPARTAN DULV-5

Tle,rtday, May ^1 lrtr.’

Just

35’

for
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
Just for fun.
Come in today’

WANTED: USED BOOKS
8 Store buying power enables Cal Book to buy your
used books for the highest price, even if they won’t be
used again next semester.

1

A 1 2 block walk to Cal Book
will get you:

Top Prices
Fast and
Courteous
Service

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
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Marketing Dept. Head
Receives Fellowship

Home Ec Display Offers Ideas
For Neater Travel Wardrobe
111

1.1

Eurcpeans. so they
ways tell an American I raseler
his mu le of dress. Unconsciously,
Americans when traveling seem to
tilsvays be running mutual, camera
in hand, looking conspicuously disheveled and travel-wcen.
Mrs. Margaret Gylling, assistant
professor of home economics. offers some helpful ideas on how to
maintain a neat, tidy traveling
wardrobe, even in spite of a
cramped suitcase.
The professor has set out a display, in the showcase of the Home,
Economics department on the first
floor, depicting tri-aspects to considee when shopping for clothes for
easy, almost wrinkle-free traveling.
The first suggestion, fiber content, points out the practice of -e-

Dr. John W. Abel le, head of the
San Jose State Marketing department, recently received his second
summer fellowship from the Foundation fur Economic Education.
Dr. Aberle received his first fellowship from the foundation in
1948 when he spent the summer
with the Bank of America. This
summer he will serve in the market research department of Young
& Rubicone, a national advertising
agency.
After Dr. Aberle applied for advertising agency work he was sent
to the agency’s San Francisco office

I 55 11.

Travel clothes on the baof natural resiliency. These fabrics
include orlon, acralon and creslan,
said the profes.sor
The second area, fabric construction, points out the "packageable"
fabrics of knits. (Pepe:: and clothes
with a "crinkly" texture.
The third area, finishes. concentrates on clothes that are easy to
clean if spots are made, or that
have a specuil overcoat. such
Seurchgard. which theoretically
prevents penetration, said Notessor Gylling.
"These aspects a r e important
whether you are selecting clothec
or travel or not." matntains the
proTt-msor. "You aim) have mu. h
’,et re]. choice, when you know what
you’re after when shoppinc for
clot ties,."

TYPEWRITER
HUMANITIES HONOREES-Dr. Clinton Williams
co-ordinator of humanities program,
presents (just pl..ce award for outstanding schol
arship in the humanities program to Jeanette

:Pr

By

_C’-’N

$5

A!43‘

Look Your Loneliest in
Opel’
I Then. & Fri.
9.00 P.M.
L.t!

New 1962 ’ Dancing Hair- Fashion
1. Trlitsgs vie at
253 So. 2nd
/
f
CY 7-8552
3

Jeanette DiCiuccio. a sophomore ! humanities program, and has
English major from San Jose. re-learned a 3.75 GPA during her first
eeived the top scholarship award I three semesters.
of $50 fin the outstanding student
"No other course offers such
completing the two-year sequence stimulation, such challenge, and so
the humanities program.
much intellectual satisfaction,"
Miss DiCiuccio has earned said Miss DiCiuccio, speaking of
-traight As in the humanities, and the humanities curriculum. "One
has an overall grade point average gains insight concerning his own
of 3.96 for her first three semes- being and the problems which still
ters in college,
confront man today," she added.
The second award of $25 went to
Miss Berg, who, like Miss Ditietty Berg, aLso a sophomore Eng- Ciuccio, plans to teach English
’ish major. Miss Berg, a Santa Cla- upon graduation, said, "By corre,; also has
As in the lating into one course the basic

cc ere

FREE DINNER
Purchase 1 El Patio Special
$2.00 Dinner* and Receive a Second One FREE
,WITH. PRESENTATION OF TH ; AD

BRING A FRIEND!
’Consists of Tamale. Enchiladas, Chili Con Carne, Rice. & Salad

Also Live Entertainment . . .
Friday & Saturday Nights .. .

o De
ere
During Fall Semester

Featuring f Se LEE SISTERS in a rousing
Community Songfest.

CARMEN’S EL PATIO
Dinner ’tit 10 p.m.
Open ’NI 2 a.m.

360 W. San Carlos

Group Reseal ch in Tetthnology, ,
en interdivisional education expel’mental course, will be offered ini
The fail semester, according to Norman Gunderson, dean of engineering.
Twelve students will be selected
from those applying to participate
in the pilot study. It is designed for
students of different backgrounds
to work together on a common
Pt oject.
The problem undertaken in the
fall will dcal with the total circulation of a neighboring community.
Semester credit will vary from two
to four units, depending on the
amount of responsibility amumed
by the individual.
A team of instructors from participating departments and selected industrial representatives will
supervise and act as consultants
for GRIT.
...t ration ,leadline for t he
--

SpaZtana
CLASSIFIEDS
RENTAL Kit. pro. Max.
.-ed. approved. 347 So. 12th.

FOR SALE

GIRLS -FALL

Immaculate, new L.,
. $895. Ron, CY 3-9418.

54 "5- TF.

Six weak summer session housing availEight transistor pocket radio. ’ow w ti^ able
girls at sorority house. Board
earphone. leather case, $29.95 regl.,ler.
$135 double and $150 single.
(..t $14.50 postpaid. Sryder, 433
15 rtea’s a week. Cell CY 2-8884,
Calif.
Pacifica.
V-Irn
PERSONALS
Heath FM tuner, $20 or offer.
Interested in contacting anyone who re.
298.0925.
oent.y wended University of Oregon or
Surfboard: Velsy...laclobs foam board Ste, Ll-ixemity o Iowa. Ca’l Emil
CY
7-3785.
good --Ad. $65.
Cy 5-5754
Chen. IS tel Air 2-dr.. RH, 6 cyl., stick.
TRANSPORTATION
4015 after S.
CH
IS day Hawaiian Holiday incl. red
Ramb. Am. ’59. 2 dr., RH 2 :pert,, sne air fare accom., tours. Comp!.
serer. Exc. cond. Best one,. CH o4616
$2139. Frank Locicero, CY 2-8794,
aie 5.
Rides wanted to Sinaloa & Mexico city.
1934 MG-1’F, wire wheels new upholstery leave June 13. 14. or IS. Share expenses.
ard ’Cr,. Tonnea.. Very good condition. CH 32295.
$750
trade. AN 4-1528.
Wanted: Rid. to Wis. tL, area. Shae
Moving to Spartan City? You .! need
dr,irog end exp.iCY 5.7124.
refig. Buy this Coldspot-$85. Excel.
amen
T6.,d. *36 W. Spartan City.

DiCiuccio. Betty Berg rece;ves her second place
president of
award from Janice Winsor
humanities club.

,

new course is June 6. Application
blanks and further information
may be obtained from the following people: Edward Dionne, Engineering department; Dr. Wayne
Champion, Industrial Arts depattment; Dr. James Asher, Psychology department; Dr. Scott Norwood, Business department, a n d
Robert Griffith, Art department.

RENTALS

131.331. 13, 1.33.13 11.11

Sophomore English Major Wins
$50 as Top Humanities Student

SPRING SPECIAL
Shampoo Set
Haircut

’’Abnut 500 c,
uziw.r.
city teachers from all over
the
country apply for the fellowship.
Approximately 100 applicants
selected by different
ilnnpanim
where the fellowships ar,
In other words, the final selection
is made by the
company after
the
foundation sends applications,"
liecording to Dr. Aberle.
------.
To clean an electric fats,
disconnect it. With a cloth wr,,4
f rom warm soapy water. wipe
tile
blades and motor casing, wrap
the fan in brown paper to
dust off while it is stored

ideas which have shaped Western
culture, t he humanities program
gives the student an over-all view
of man as a philosopher, poet, economist, scientist and political theorist."
The first place award was made
possible by a gift from Mrs. Constance Platt, a former student at
SJS who wished to help some worthy student, according to Dr. Clinton Williams, co-ordinator of the
humanities courses.
The second place award was contributed by the Humanities club at
SJS.
The program, an inter - departmental two-year general education
honors course, has been in existence since 1953.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Newman club, Mass for Ascension. Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth st
12 and 4:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Student Peace Union, general
meeting and policy discussion
CH161, 3:30 p.m.

Special
latest models
hilly guaranteed
no deposit
124 E. Son Fernando

Student Rat,’

Free
Free
Free i

"We’re next to Cal Book"

f
.
Cr 3 5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
SWEATSHIRT
Color of the Day

Lovely Lavender
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

REDUCED PRICES
DAYSTROMMEATH
COMPONENTS AND
STEREO HI-F! KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and TN. Supply Co.
CY 8-1212

1425 W.

CARLOS

Fare Increase

SAN FRANCISCO .CP1 I -Western Greyhound lines filed ap1
plication with the California public
utilities commission Monday for an
increase in intrastate passenger
fares.
The increase was asked only for
Typing-thesis, term, etc.
’54 A-H. Imac, bcel. Cond. Red W wit
long distance service and would not
CY 5.6688.
0.0. $1025. PS. 293-1048.
affect commute service in the Pen10 Speed Italian racing bike Complete Typing-term papers, thesis. ec Pen e insula. Mann or Contra Costa
sr.!, FP 8-4’88.
Campaganol eguaa. $105. CY 2-9687.
count ies,
wilt do typing
’52 MG-TD. Excellent cond. $750. Call
CV 4-i3
255.4496.

Women’s Madras Shirts -S3.50. Men’s Expert typing service. Day or night. Ct,
rnadas shirts -$4.50. Prices can’t be rL 54335,
beat! Barry Beyer, CY 8-0433.
Typing - theses, manuscrlpts, reports
’60 Mo-ped cycle, good condition. 50 cc, 001..-4. Reasonable. 293-3085.
$120. CY 7.9693, Lawrence.
WANTED
Felts racing bike, new. See and make
Roommate. House. S.remer ses. $35 ne,
’tier. Full egu p. CY 85594,
9th. CY 3-7949.
11 Ford Vie. 5000 tei ’53 Mem. enq.
roommate,
or
two girls
One
Fordo. Tr.. R&H. Gd. tires. New paint
Arroni, .a1 .
’
Cal, 253-7021 aft. 5 p.m. $290, 29’ ;3183. 411 E. San
only.
sur,,e,
best offer.
MISCELLANEOUS
FenderNibrolux/ Amplifier / Denslectro
Gu’tar. Like new. Richard Schlatter. PUBLIC CANDIDATES NIGHT-i-by,
CY 4.6019.

woroleato onoramormetom
Tareyton
delivers
the flavor
DVAL- FILTER DOES IT!

’53 Chen. cone. Needs some motor work
or best o’.
Ptioee C ’-5368 or
24 1065.
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Ferns. rms. Maas student ts.t.prie SIC. Full time pey-part t.me work. C- fi t
$15. No drinking. no smoking. CY 34088. "en wok 3 evenings & Saturday
IT;
$56 to $125 per wee,
apt,
and 2
Summer, Fall.
Male: Summer work. :
547 S 11th, Manager Apt 7. CY 3.8698

a 2 bdrm. apt. Furnished. $15 & $95

Now

until Sept. Cell

CY 2 7448.

Close to college. Furnished 4 rm. rear
cottage for married studert r rencher.
NI, children or pets. Available June 25.
445 So 8th
GOING TO SUMMER SCHOOL?
afils st’fB 1,001 $85 and $11.10 121
84, CY 51485,
Men

t

NG

Room aid board, ’.,,oirrier and
G. food CY 2 ;274.

"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duos partes divisa est!’
says Julius (Cookie) Quintus, ace javelin man and

Tie

Four Freshmen
1,1PP7trir

9

CLASSIFIED RATES:
2k a line first insertion
20e a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

SAT. N1TE
June 2nd

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orden

Cocoanut Grove
Santa Cruz
Beach

B.M.A.C. (Big Man Around Coliseum). "A Tareyton would
even make Mars mellow," says Cookie. "Tareyton’s a rara
avis among cigarettes. It’s one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus. Pick up a pack today and you’ll find
there’s Pliny of pleasure in Tareyton."

AciiyArEoiNct4HEARsFciocrAERL
PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
7 --I:4w a Oar middle AM.

Q. e.

